However, the proposed intelligent tutoring system is a single-agent-based system. It can only provide training Abstract courses to a single student at a specified time and at a designated location where a ship-handling simulator is available. There are existing location and timing This paper describes how to design a multiagent-based limitations, and the system does not allow other students to education system for navigation training. The paper addresses share training courses. These limitations restrict the wide several important issues in designing multiagent e-education . .
Introduction
knowledge-based reasoning techniques into education systems. We address several important issues, including the infrastructure for multiagent systems, the multiagent In the past decades, there have been many achievements system specification using a chemical reaction metaphor in the use of ship-handling simulators to train students' (CRM), and the knowledge-based decision-making support [5] [6]. In our previous work [2] , we proposed to apply forMintelligenthagents. collision avoidance expert systems to an existing shiphandling simulator as an intelligent tutor. The objective This paper has 5 additional sections: Section 2 presents was to enhance navigation training systems and change the infrastructure for multiagent-based education systems; current training routines from trainer-instruction-based Section 3 specifies agent behaviors using CRM; Section 4 procedures to intelligent-tutor-based procedures. An discusses the design for each agent in the education intelligent tutor provides decision-making support for systems in detail; Section 5 discusses the open issues; and collision avoidance by recommending an effective action the final section concludes the paper.
for collision avoidance with detailed explanations. The students can acquire knowledge and skills from the recommended action and its explanation. Throughout the designed training courses, novices can gain basic 2. Infrastructure navigation knowledge and master navigation skills without using high-cost navigation training environments, such as
To allow students to access the training systems from on-board trainLng in real naviLgation environments. different locations and platforms at any time, we propose to use distributed learning environments [7] as the This Research is Supported Through Scholars Academy of UHD infrastructure for multiagent-based education systems. The Chemical Reaction Model describes a computation describe CA as a manager of a pool of messages as a process of iterative applications of transition rules (so transmitted among agents. called "reaction" rules) to data in multisets (representing A request-response cycle includes the following steps: "chemical solution") causing the multisets to be updated A request is generated by one of the SIAs, and the request until no more changes are possible, at which point the is transmitted to IDMS. IDMS finds a set of deduction resulting multisets represent the results of the program.
rules that will be used to form a solution and a set of The Gamma language was developed as a formal language necessary factors that are needed by the deduction rules. to specify programs in CRM. Existing work [1] has proven To obtain the factors, a set of requests are sent to MGIS. that CRM is very suitable for specifying the architectural MGIS finds another set of rules that will be used to obtain properties of multi-agent systems. The Gamma language the requested factors. It also finds a set of necessary factors can specify the system behaviors without involving any that are needed by IDMS and a set of requests to obtain the implementation or platform details. Therefore, it provides factors and send them to IMA. IMA then responds with the us a good starting point for the design of a multi-agent requested factors, enabling MGIS to find the factors system.
requested by IDMS and in turn enable IDMS to form the
In the following narration, we assume that the readers solution. Note that all the communications in the above have basic knowledge about CRM and the Gamma process are coordinated by CA. language. Interested readers may refer to [9, 10] for
The Gamma specification of the system follows:
detailed description about the Gamma language.
In the architectural specification of the navigation The MGIS support agent is a decision-making support component that provides rich navigation information based on spatial analysis. ECDIS is a real-time GIS on board vessels, specifically designed for navigation safety. MGIS for a restricted water area such as a harbor can be established by using, for example, a Swath-sounding Sonar System to transmit digitized hydrographic survey data to update the sounding data of scanned paper charts or This is more than just a replica of paper charts. The There are many ways to design or construct knowledgeline. In real navigation, the ship has a destination and based systems [4]. Our knowledge-based system was scheduled plan. The captain hopes to keep the ship developed in terms of experiences obtained from many following the scheduled plan and not deviate very far pilots, using rule-based reasoning techniques. It aims to from it. In Figure 3 , students can clearly see the assist students in their decision-making process to avoid scheduled course line and the potential collision collisions. It is a rule-based knowledge system designed avoidance routes. The dangerous area shows that using a hierarchical architecture and modularized students have to avoid that area by choosing a safe knowledge structures. The top layer in the system is the collision avoidance course line. inference control.
The second layer is the main knowledge bases, which consist of the classification of target ships, the prediction of target ships' actions, the Collision identification of the method of collision avoidance, and the avoidance Dangerous establishment of course-line way-points. The third layer We discussed how to design multiagent-based education transformation", CACM, 36(1), 98-111, 1993 systems for navigation training using multiagent systems and knowledge-based reasoning techniques. We addressed several important issues, including CRM-based specifications of agent behaviors, system infrastructure, and the knowledge-based decision-making support for intelligent agents. These techniques and approaches are useful not only for designing multiagent-based education systems but also for other multiagent-based systems such as multi-robotics systems. Even through we have implemented some parts of the multiagent systems, we still need to fully implement the designed multiagent systems for navigation training in our future work.
